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DROUGHT RESOURCES

Insights: Water and Drought Online Seminar Series

Events | Information | Experts | Media Coverage | Story
Highlights
This new online seminar series from the University of California, Agriculture and
Natural Resources, with support from the California Department of Water
Resources, brings timely, relevant expertise on water and drought from around the
UC system and beyond directly to interested communities.
http://ciwr.ucanr.edu/California_Drought_Expertise/Insights__Water_and_Drought_Online_Seminar_Series/

2014 Water Technology Conference

May 8, 2014

8:00 AM

WHERE WATER, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY CONNECT
Event Description: The 2014 WATER TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE is a
technical conference focusing on current and advanced technologies intended to address
world water issues. The conference format will provide featured presentations, technical
seminars, poster presentations, networking opportunities, and exhibits on: On-farm
Irrigation Technology, Groundwater, and Urban Water Use/Water Treatment Each of the
major topics will address current water technology challenges and issues facing us in the
future including related energy and environmental considerations.
Place: Clovis Veterans Memorial District - 808 4th Street, Clovis, California 93612
http://www.cvent.com/events/2014-water-technology-conference-br-where-waterscience-amp-technology-connect-br-may-8-2014/custom-191da742b68bc74e5e87fed65f3a027a45.aspx
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FRESNO UCCE ALMOND MEETING
From irrigation management and navel orangeworm to fertilizing almond trees and
pruning and training, University of California specialists will present information to
almond farmers during a symposium on May 29 in Kerman. The meeting, from 7:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m., will take place at the Kerman Community Center, 15101 W. Kearney Blvd.
The cost to register is $10 and includes lunch. To register online, go to
http://ucanr.edu/sjvalmondsymposium2014.
For more information, contact Gurreet Brar at 559-241-7515 or email gubrar@ucanr.edu.

KERN UCCE IRRIGATION WORKSHOP
(Hopefully by the end of May!)
Sorry folks, no date yet. There are some exciting new tools for monitoring water stress in
trees, but we still need water and salt is a problem. Instead of a workshop we may just
want to have a prayer meeting and a rain dance!

Please send an email reply with topics you would like to cover to
cekern@ucdavis.edu, or to blsanden@ucdavis.edu
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Maximum Water Use Efficiency in a Drought Year
2014 is shaping up to be the worst drought in 50 years. We have had more years of reduced
canal/surface water allocations in the last 10 years than we have had 100% years. This year was 0% for
all Federal and State Water Projects but DWR has recently announced a 5% allocation on the California
Aqueduct. Whoppee! In March growers were already scrambling to buy 13,000 ac-ft that Bueana Vista
put on the market and some paid more than $12,000 per ac-ft. In many areas of Kern County,
groundwater pumping levels have dropped 40 to 100 feet; meaning your old dependable 1200gpm well
might only be yielding 800 gpm.
Okay, we know it’s bad, now what can we do about it? Following is a list of practices and resources
to help you get the most out of every drop of water. The following topics are too extensive to explain in
one newsletter, so they are only introduced here as a general category (with a couple exceptions) with
links to other newsletters or tables posted on our Kern Cooperative Extension Website
http://cekern.ucdavis.edu (and a few others) so you can get more info on the topic of your choice.
NORMAL YEAR CROP WATER USE, EVAPOTRANSPIRATION (ET) and CIMIS
From May through August we are blessed with very predictable weather in the San Joaquin Valley,
where the “reference crop potential evapotranspiration” (basically unstressed pasture grass water use,
ETo) varies no more than 5% from one year to the next. This makes it possible to estimate average crop
ET for a given week based on the “normal year” ETo multiplied by a crop coefficient (Kc) for that stage
of crop development. These average SSJV ET values and Crop Coefficients can be found at:
http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98681.xls
These are a combination of published values and my personal observation from Kern County trials.
Additional references are also listed. More detailed Excel tables can be downloaded for the below crops:
 Almonds:
Almond ET- Age-Week-Month http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98682.xls
 Citrus:
Citrus ET by age http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98683.xls
 Forage:
Forage ET http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98684.xls
 Grapes:
Grape ET http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98685.xls
Estimating vineyard crop coefficients http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98687.doc
 Pistachios : Pistachio ET by Age http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98686.xls
The data given in these tables is my best estimate for the southern San Joaquin Valley. You can
update these tables with the current year’s ETo by accessing the CIMIS website and following these steps:

Website Address: http://www.cimis.water.ca.gov/
Non-Members – last 7 days only:
1. Select Data tab on header
2. Sample Daily or Monthly report
3. Select County
3. Submit – gives last 7 days for all stations in county
Signing up for membership is free, can be done on the
website and allows many more options for data access.

KERN COUNTY CIMIS STATIONS
5
Shafter/USDA
54
Blackwell’s Corner
125
Arvin-Edison
138
Famoso
146
Belridge
172
Lost Hills NW

There are many other publications available with suggested crop water use tables (brose UC irrigation
publications:
http://anrcatalog.ucdavis.edu/Search/irrigation.aspx and our current UC Drought
Management Website: http://ucmanagedrought.ucdavis.edu/almonds.cfm ); not all of them agree. My
numbers for almonds are higher than nearly any other reference, but are the result of 7 years of various
trials and observations in more than 40 almond blocks across Kern County and they also reflect a higher
estimate of San Joaquin Valley ETo than the one we used 10 years ago. Remember, these tables are just
guidelines to get you started. Depending on salinity impacts, crop load, the overall vigor of your field and
irrigation uniformity your actual crop water requirement (ET + non-uniformity + leaching) may be less or
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as much as 10 to 20% greater than the table values. Checking field soil moisture (next section) and actual
crop stress will tell you whether you are on target or not.
FLOOD SYSTEM MANAGEMENT – know your soil water holding capacity, use higher flows and
tailwater return for better uniformity and efficiency
Flood systems usually offer the greatest possibilities and biggest challenges for “saving” water.
It is much more important to know the mechanics and interaction of soil water holding capacity,
infiltration, run times, tail water management/return and field distribution uniformity for flood systems
than micro systems. A well designed fanjet system puts out a 92% uniform application rate on the sandy
part of the field as on the clay loam area, and it doesn’t matter if there is a “low belly” in the middle of the
run. With a flood system you may get anything from as little as 0.6 inch depth of water infiltrated in a
Wasco sandy loam irrigated with snow-melt water that has “sealed over” by mid-season to as much as 7
inches on a Milham sandy loam irrigated with well or Aqueduct water. A Buttonwillow cracking clay
may take in 5 to 8 inches in a 24 hour set, then seal up when the cracks close and not take a drop more.
Of course the path of greatest water use efficiency is the cross road of timing the irrigation to just
infiltrate the depth of water the plant has used since the last irrigation and before experiencing undesirable
stress. Coming back too soon with too much water will push water and fertilizer out the bottom of the
rootzone (deep percolation) and possibly cause waterlogging and increased disease potential. Tailwater
losses can also increase.
So the first step is to know your dirt, okay soil. The available water holding capacity (AWHC) may
be as little as 0.75 inches of
water/foot in a coarse loamy sand Table 1. Calculated irrigation interval (days of moisture reserve) by month,
soil texture and rooting depth.
to 2.5 inches/foot in a fine
Roots 6 ft
textured silt/clay loam to clay, 110 day silage corn plant 4/14 Roots1.5' Roots 3 ft Roots 4.5'
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
which means your reserve
Soil
Texture
Avg
Daily
ET
0.06
0.15
0.26
0.3
0.26
moisture available to say a corn
Days of Moisture Reserve for Average
or alfalfa crop over a 5 foot Available Soil Moisture to 6 feet @ 50%
depletion
(in)
Daily ET by Month and Root Delopment
rootzone an range from 4 to 12
2.1
9
7
6
7
8
inches total. For an annual crop Sand
Loamy
Sand
3.3
14
11
10
11
13
like corn you also need to
4.2
18
14
12
14
16
consider the increasing rooting Sandy Loam
Loam
5.4
23
18
16
18
21
depth as the crop grows. The
5.4
23
18
16
18
21
forgiving aspect of flood Silt Loam
Sandy
Clay
Loam
3.9
16
13
11
13
15
irrigation is that most of our ag
4.8
20
16
14
16
18
soils from a fine sandy loam to a Sandy Clay
Clay
Loam
5.1
21
17
15
17
20
clay loam will give up 4.5 to 6
Silty
Clay
Loam
5.7
24
19
16
19
22
inches of water before crop stress
7.2
30
24
21
24
28
ocurrs (about a 50% depletion), Silty Clay
6.6
28
22
19
22
25
assuming a six foot rootzone. Clay
Table 1 shows typical irrigation intervals for different soil textures over the season, which somewhat
confirm the old standard of irrigate 3 weeks apart early season and every 2 weeks midseason and that will
get you close to what you need.
Well, if you’re irrigating with $200 water (or even $100 water) then “close” is no cigar. Over
irrigating by 6 inches/acre costs you $100, or underirrigating by 6 inches could lose you a ton of alfalfa or
3 to 5 tons of silage. The only way you’ll know is by checking soil moisture by hand or with various
sensors or contract irrigation scheduling services. By using a flowmeter for the field and hand checking
to 4 feet (head and tail) before and after the irrigation you will have a better idea of the depth of water the
field not only “takes”, but actually “stores”. If your calculation of stored water is significantly less than
what the flow meter measured then you’re losing a lot of water out the tail ditch or to deep percolation.
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For a handy guide on UNDERSTANDING ESSENTIAL SOIL TEXTURE/MOISTURE STORAGE &
DISTRIBUTION UNIFORMITY FOR EFFICIENT FLOOD IRRIGATION download:
 Flood irrigation soil moisture and scheduling http://cekern.ucanr.edu/files/98688.doc
The Center for Irrigation Technology has an on-line water balance scheduling spreadsheet and webiste
that might also be helpful: http://www.wateright.org.
TAILWATER RETURN & ENERGY EFFICIENCY – improve irrigation uniformity and save water

For most ag soils, the “on time” water needs to be applied to the tail end of the field should be at least
25 to 35% of the total on time that the head end received to get a reasonable “distribution uniformity”
(DU) of infiltrated water of 70 to 80%. Except for coarse sandy soils, about 60 to 80% of the maximum
infiltration over 24 hours occurs in the first 3 to 6 hours. This is why we can produce fairly uniform
yields in cotton with a ¼ mile run, 24 hour set, 16 to 18 hours to get out and 6 to 8 hours to run on the tail.
The resulting tailwater may be about 15% of the total applied. Whether borders in hay, wheat, almonds,
grapes or furrows in cotton, corn and beans the faster you run the water (avoiding heavy erosion) for a
given set time, the better uniformity you’ll have AND the more tailwater you’ll generate.
Kern
County
Table 2. TAILWATER PIT COSTS & RETURNS (April 2008)
probably has more
Average energy cost, kwh over season: $0.14
field
specific
Crop: ALFALFA
Acreage: 80
Crop ET (in): 52
Item
$
tailwater
return
2900 feet, 8 inch pipeline @ $4/ft installed
11,600
systems than any
0.5 ac-ft pit (50x100x5)
1,500
other county in CA
Concrete pump stand/sump
3,000
due to the cost of our
7 HP turbine pump
6,000
water, but there are
Electrical panel
3,500
still lots of fields in
TOTAL $25,600
Kern Delta, Buena
Return flow (gpm):
700
Pumping Head (ft): 20
Vista and some other
that just
Field Distribution Uniformity
65 %
70 %
75 %
80 %
85 % districts
Pumping Efficiency
50 %
50 %
50 %
50 %
50 % dump the tail water
Required Applic (in)
80.0
74.3
69.3
65.0
61.2 back into the district
Required Applic (ac-ft)
533.3
495.2
462.2
433.3
407.8 ditch and you lose it.
Runoff (%)
10%
15%
20%
25%
30% Table 2 shows the
Total Water without Return (ac-ft)
586.7
569.5
554.7
541.7
530.2 breakdown of costs,
water
Tailwater (ac-ft)
53.3
74.3
92.4
108.3
122.4 required
applied
to
meet
ET,
Hours On for Season
414
577
717
841
950
generated
Sump HP Reqd
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1 tailwater
Sump KWH/ac-ft
41
41
41
41
41 and your final $/ac-ft
Total Sump KWH
2183
3040
3783
4433
5007 for recycled tailwater
for an 80 acre block
Total Energy Cost
$306
$426
$530
$621
$701
of alfalfa for different
Reservoir Maintenance
$200
$200
$200
$200
$200
Depreciation (20 yrs)
$1,280
$1,280
$1,280
$1,280
$1,280
field
distribution
Annual Water Cost ($/ac-ft)
$33
$26
$22
$19
$18 uniformities.
Of
course these numbers are theoretical calculations and I don’t know of any hay field in Kern County where
somebody puts on 80 inches trying to keep the dry end of the field wet. Most fields get 50 to 60 inches,
and the best yielding fields always have some runoff to avoid drowning out the ends. So … BOTTOM
LINE: better field uniformity = less total applied water required = better yield = more tailwater. For a 20
year system life: if you return 100 ac-ft/year of tailwater to the field your cost is about $20/ac-ft, if it’s
only 60 ac-ft/yr the cost is about $30/ac-ft – a real bargain these days, especially with reduced allocations.
You can get the Excel spreadsheet for Table 2 and plug in your own numbers by downloading:
Pump-TailwaterEnergy Effic Compare http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98689.xls
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Groundwater pumping and well efficiency
With declining groundwater levels and the increased dependence on pumping it is imperative to get
your well checked to make sure you are at top efficiency, and there are substantial grants available to
help. The Center for Irrigation Technology Cal State Fresno administers $millions in free pump testing
payments and substantial well repair/maintenance cost share in cooperation with the California Energy
Commission and other power companies. To get the details go to: http://www.pumpefficiency.org/
If your power costs $0.14/kwh and you improve the pump efficiency from 50 to 65% you can save
about $3000 for the water required to irrigate 80 acres of pistachios. Improving the field uniformity with
the increased flow by 15% can save another $4000 dollars in reduced water requirement and pumping.
This spreadsheet is part of the above Excel file.
MICRO-IRRIGATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

Okay, your irrigation designer/dealer guaranteed you a 92% distribution uniformity (DU) for your
new micro-sprinkler orchard system. This means that when you apply a 1 inch average to the field that
the wettest 25% of the field with the most pressure gets an average 1.09” and the driest 25% averages
0.92”. Now it’s 2 to 4 years later and you haven’t checked the in-field pressure on the automatic subunit
regulators (They’re automatic, right?!), you haven’t cleaned the hose screens at the “Tee”, and you only
flush hoses twice a year. A pilot valve on one of the regulators has silted up and is now unresponsive and
the valve runs 10 psi higher than before. The exit port on another valve is partially plugged and causes
the valve to partially close and drop the pressure to these hoses by 10 psi. Now your uniformity is down
to 75%. Doesn’t sound too bad until you realize that the wet area now gets 1.33” and the dry area only
gets an average of 0.75”. The driest 10% of the field will get less than 0.7” and the wettest 10% double
that amount. This is a formula for “hull rot” and phytophthora in the wet area and defoliation in the dry
area. I have seen this happen.
Most of Kern’s irrigation districts help support the Mobile Irrigation Lab run by Brian Hockett of the
NW Kern Resource Conservation District. This FREE service will evaluate the uniformity of your
system and identify problems and possible corrections. Call Brian Hockett, 661-336-0967 xtn 138. For
some tips on Micro Irrigation Systems Tune-up the link is: http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98690.doc
SOIL MOISTURE and OTHER MONITORING TECHNOLOGY

In the study mentioned above we are using the neutron probe, Watermark electrical resistance sensors,
Enviroscan capacitance probes connected to a PureSense data logger with a cell phone upload to the
Internet, 2 different types of “above-the-canopy-heat-flux” weather station methods of estimating almond
ET and we will cap it off with monthly satellite estimates of ET at the end of the season. Sounds like
overkill? This is only a handful of what’s out there. Five years ago, Google showed about 50,000 sites
for soil moisture monitoring, now you get 549,000.
Whether you’re hand probing, using tensiometers or any of the other “snapshot” techniques to
estimate your water status, or you’re using data loggers and get a picture of the dynamic changes of water
movement in the soil you are mainly checking for two things: 1) The cycling of sufficient penetration
and plant root extraction of water; usually to 3 feet for most permanent crops. 2) At least occasional
monitoring of the lower end of the rootzone (say about 5 feet) to make sure your aren’t saturated (over
irrigation ) or drying out (deficit irrigation).
A comparison of 8.4 gph versus 10.7 gph fanjets (2/tree) in almonds illustrated this concept perfectly.
Irrigations were 24 or 48 hours. The soil was a Panoche sandy clay loam. We installed separate
Watermark sensors (18, 36 and 60 inch depths) and an AM400 logger recording readings every 8 hours
under each of the different flow rates. Starting the beginning of May there was not enough applied water
from the 8.4 gph fanjets to penetrate to 18” in a 24 hour set given the high water use by the tree. The soil
moisture tension (and water content) kept decreasing resulting in more stress, along with the 5 foot depth
starting in June until the field receives a 48 hour set after harvest and the weather cools off. For the 10.7
gph fanjets the 18” depth showed clear wetting and drying all season but even with the increased flow the
soil moisture at the 36 and 60” depths decreased starting in June and didn’t fully recover until post6

harvest. However, the soil moisture decrease at the 60” depth was very slight compared to the 8.4 gph
jets – indicating that the 10.4 gph trees probably didn’t stress and almost no water was lost to deep
percolation. Readings for these charts were logged every 8 hours but hand auguring and tensiometers that
you read once/week and write down on a chart could tell you the same thing.
Continuous monitoring with loggers is probably the most convenient and can be helpful in identifying
pressure differentials in blocks and small losses to deep percolation that you can’t see with “spot-check”
methods; especially for shallower rooted veg crops or citrus. For a discussion of these benefits and a table
of the different types of sensors download:


Making sense of soil moisture sensors http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98693.doc

REGULATED DEFICIT IRRIGATION (RDI)

The concept here is to find physiologic periods of crop development where water stress won’t hurt the
crop and can even benefit the development of certain characteristics. Wine grapes are the most famous
for this as color and flavor of the grapes can be improved for most varieties by mild to severe stress in
some cases. Of course, the more the stress the less the tonnage. Reduced ET means reduced CO2
assimilation and reduced carbohydrate production. This is why deficit irrigation for annual forage crops
is not even an option since you get paid on the tonnage you produce.
RDI pros: Water stress through RDI has been shown to be helpful on increasing fruit set in canning
tomatoes , decreasing “puff and crease” in late navels, reducing hull rot and advancing hull split in
almonds and possibly weakening shell seal in pistachio to increase split percentage.
RDI cons: Deficit irrigation has also been shown to decrease second year yields of Early Beck naval
oranges in Kern County (Craig Kallsen and I achieved this dubious result last year.), decrease nut size in
the current year almond crop and decrease nut load the following year. It has also been shown to decrease
split % and nut size/yield in pistachios.
Bottom line: RDI in almonds for decreasing hull rot is tricky. You have to put the trees into
moderate stress (-14 to -16 bars) from the end of June to Nonpareil harvest, but it’s easy to go too far and
have the stress continue when you’re trying to set next year’s crop. Pistachios have the best window
(right now, actually) to cutback on ET before nut-fill in August. You can save as much as 12” of water by
using only a couple inches post harvest as well. Citrus growers usually manage their trees to get around
36 to 39” of water in a normal year. So you’re not going to save much here. For a full discussion and
additional links download:
 Almond-Pistachio-Citrus Regulated Deficit Irrigation
http://cekern.ucdavis.edu/files/98694.doc
Blake Sanden, Irrigation and Agronomy Farm Advisor
blsanden@ucdavis.edu or 661-868-6218
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